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Sometimes when your sitting in your lab and you have that one in a million nugget of a sample loaded up

on your MPC or sampler you just know that spending the next few hours building up a drum track from

individual hits is gonna kill your creativity! what do you do? yep, you pull out some fresh drum loops to

keep the session going. Each drum loop pack contains exactly 100 original carefully crafted drum loops.

Cut to perfection and valve mastered to obtain that authentic Hip Hop tone. These drum loops will blow

your mind. There are absolutely no fillers, each loop is bangin in its own right and the drum hit quality

pretty much blows away any other drum loops available on the market right now. I am telling you

genuinely my friend that you will find it hard to source Hip Hop drum loops as good as this anywhere,

these are not the same overused drum breaks heard over and over again but classic sounding, original,

hard hitting beats & breaks to compliment that golden sample ya just flipped. *Simple, Tight, Crisp Drum

Beats *Kick, Snare and Hi-Hat Combination With Cymbal Hits *No Complicated Messy Percussion

Drowning The Drums Out *Perfect For Complex Sample Arrangements *The Drums Allow Your Loops

and Compositions Space To Breathe *Original, Up to Date And Fresh The drum loops rang from 80 to 89

Bpm. There are both regular and double time loops, tough punchy breaks, delicate beats and everything

else in between. *Contains .RX2 & WAV files - Compatible with most sequencers & samplers inc Logic,

Acid, Cubase, Reason, Reaper, Kontact, Halion Etc *44hz 16bit *Dithered down from 24bit
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